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Low back pain is one of the most prevalent issues in the US. 80% of people 
have had a back injury and 90% of those have a re-injury. The steps here 
help to prevent low back pain and provide a guide for exercises to try if you 
have a previous back injury. Once you become a pro at this routine it will 
take 10 minutes to complete. Who doesn’t have 10 minutes to improve 
their quality of life to ensure that they can stay fit, healthy and active?

INTRODUCTION
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1. Roll Out Lower Back 

Rolling out the lower back is one of the easiest way to get relief. Often 
times whether the spinal muscles of the lower back will tighten up weather 
from direct pulling or from other areas like the small facet joints in the back. 
This can be a big limiting factor and pain generator. I would spend no more 
than 5 minutes doing this and ideally only 1-2 minutes. Often with this, too 
much of a good thing is a bad thing. Doing sets and reps of squats can be 
great, doing 5 minutes of as fast as possible unbroken squats, often ends 
bad.

Watch an example of rolling out low back here: 
https://youtu.be/yXN4MjjVpfc
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2. Band Hip Flexor Stretch

One of the most common sources of non-traumatic back pain is hip 
tightness mainly into extension (going behind you). If you lack hip extension 
you will need to make up for that limited motion somewhere else in the 
body’s system. That stress usually goes to the low back. This can be 
commonly seen with Olympic lifts at triple extension, as well as deadlifts at 
the top. I like the band to perform this exercise because it will loosen up 
whatever is tightest either the hip joint of the hip flexors. If you spend 1-2 
minutes working on your hips your back will thank you. 

Watch an example of banded hip flexor stretch here: 
https://youtu.be/Tm4NmbQq7Vw
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3. Single Leg Bridges (or Double Leg)

After improving your hip extension mobility, continue by using the 
muscles to help keep the new range. The bridge is a way to perform isolated 
hip extension that has great carry over into any hip extension movements 
such as, Olympic lifts, kipping movements, kettle bell swings, running, box 
jumps and many others. The major goal with this exercise is to get you glutes 
(butt muscles) active and limiting the activity in the hamstrings. The hip 
muscles are big powerful muscles that can provide a lot of stability to the 
low back. The hamstrings do not provide this same support. Sets and reps of 
this should be done based off of muscular fatigue in the glutes, or increased 
activity in the hamstrings. Typical breakdown is 2-3 sets of 8-12 reps. 

Watch an example of bridging here: https://youtu.be/rtV_rd8FcSM
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4. Chops and Lifts

These movements are based off of a Proprioceptive Neuromuscular 
Facilitation patterning. These patterns were noticed by neurologists to help 
improve core and trunk stability. Most of the movements that are performed 
in CrossFit and other exercise routines are straight line or done in one plane 
of motion. Promoting increased stability in all planes will provide increased 
over all stability in the body. Increased stability and small muscle use mean 
that the big muscles can work more efficiently and provide you with easy 
gains. 

Watch an example of chops and lifts here: https://youtu.be/hFk-Ey9GgSw
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5. Low Back Extensions

Working the low back muscles in to extension (going backwards) can provide 
increased overall stability in the back allowing other larger muscle groups to 
function better. With most full body functional exercises we are trying to 
keep “our core” stable. Our core is not just our abs but all of our trunk and 
hip musculature. If the back muscles are a weak link, then we will have 
increased stress placed on these muscles. Sets and reps of this should be 
done based on muscular fatigue in the low back muscles or increased 
activity in the hamstrings. Typical breakdown is 2-3 sets of 8-12 reps.

Watch an example of extensions here: https://youtu.be/oB3KJaaf-jY
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6. Side Steps with a Band

This is my favorite lower body exercise and can give you the biggest gains. 
Especially with long term back issues. By increasing hip stability, we can 
provide our bodies with increased movement efficiency. If you can move 
more efficiently, stress on the body is where it should be with the added 
bonus of increasing the amount of weight lifted. Sets and reps of this should 
be done based on muscular fatigue in the hip muscles, or increased side-to-
side upper body movement. Typical breakdown is 2-3 sets of 10-20 feet.

Watch an example of band side steps here: https://youtu.be/OEwPhobomb0
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Scott is a Doctor of Physical Therapy, strength coach, and educator 
who specializes in the CrossFit, Surf, and Triathlete communities on 
O’ahu. 

He has previous experience in the NFL as the sole Physical 
Therapist for the Denver Broncos, and has worked with 
professional, collegiate, and high school athletes, as well as in 
surfing community working of professional surfers sponsored by 
Hurley, Volcom, Vans, Billabong, Rip Curl, and more.

In his private practice he works with a unique mix population of 
weekend warriors, and professional athletes. Getting them back to 
what they love doing. 
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If you try this and 
still have problems 

LET US HELP

LEARN MORE AT
http://surfandshorept.com/contact/

http://surfandshorept.com/contact/

